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OIL COOLERS
Part I: The adversary is heat

OIL’S EFFECTIVENESS
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HY DO PEOPLE DEBATE WHETHER
AN OIL cooler is necessary on aircooled Big Twins and Sportsters? I just
do not get it. There is no reason whatsoever not to run one, or even two, as I do. Moreover,
I’m not talking about those cute little chrome ones,
although they are better than nothing. We want those
big — ugly to some — black coolers with 10 rows
of turbulation enhancers, mixing the hot oil in order
to obtain maximum heat-exchange dissipation. Heat
is the enemy!
Why is there a debate over oil coolers and synthetic oil? It’s like the synthetic oil versus fossil oil
debate. Once an engine is broken in with fossil oil,
there is no excuse for not switching to synthetic oil!
Oh, the naysayers preach their half-truths passed
down from the so-called experts. Differing opinions
based on mythological mistruths bombard the
Harley rider from every quarter. What is he to do?
Many times, nothing, as he stays with the status quo
for fear of damaging his ride. A wellchosen oil cooler like Jagg and the use of synthetic
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Synthetic oils retain higher viscosity while subjected to
high-temperature conditions. Oil that is more viscous is a
superior protector for the engine. Fossil oils break down at a
lower temperature and at a faster rate than synthetics.

oil will help protect against the
great engine destroyer, ravaging
detonation.
The proper oil cooler and the
use of synthetic oil will allow
your Twin Cam to run cooler. The
use of synthetic oil will allow for
an easier, low-temperature weather start-up. More importantly, it
will flow faster to starved and
drained areas, especially in the
cold. Synthetic oil will also
adhere to parts longer after shutting the bike down, which benefits you at start-up. Furthermore,
synthetics retain higher viscosity
while subjected to high-temperature, high-stress conditions. Oil
that is more viscous is a superior
protector for the engine. Fossil
oils break down at a faster rate
from the ravaging effects of heatoxidation
than
synthetics.
Synthetics break down at much
higher temperatures than fossil
oils.
Finally, to counter a pervasive
mistruth propagated by the fear
mongers, I know of no case of
bearing skid with the use of a
synthetic. I have taken the trouble
over the years to ask various
bearing and oil companies that
supply Harley-Davidson, like the
respected Timken. This myth
derives from the slipperiness
characteristic of synthetic over
fossil. We want slippery. We also
want the superior film strength of
oil, which separates moving parts
sometimes only molecules thick.
Synthetic is tough; its film’s
strength and slippery attributes
protect the engine better than fossil oil. The only downside I see is
that synthetic oil is more expensive than its fossil counterpart. Of
course, the gap in pricing will
become less as out-of-the-ground
oil prices steadily rise.

TECHLINE
G R E AT E N G I N E D E S T R O Y E R
Detonation is defined as excess
heat causing an unwelcome, spontaneous, complete ignition of
unburned air/fuel anywhere in the
combustion chamber in addition
to the normal, planned, timed
spark ignition of the air/fuel mixture. Ignition, whether deliberately sparked or unprompted, causes
a flame front to travel across the
cylinder.
Even though everything I just
described happens in a millisecond, there is a principle of physics
called combustion lag, meaning it
takes time for the fuel molecules
to heat up and finally begin to
burn. This combustion lag is partially responsible for the need to
advance and retard ignition timing. And once the air/fuel mixture
is burning, combustion lag continues to delay the ignition of the
yet-unburned air/fuel mixture as
the flame moves across the combustion chamber. We call this
traveling flame a flame front.
Because of combustion lag, the
first ignition of the air/fuel mixture must occur before the compression cycle finishes, while the
piston is still rising. The
flame front must complete its journey across
the combustion chamber
as the piston is on its way
down on the power stroke
to ensure that the highest
percentage of burn produces the maximum
amount of gas expansion
to create the maximum
amount of usable power.
ENGINE
O C TA N E :
S A LVAT I O N
You do not want explosions in the combustion
chamber. Octane is mixed
into gasoline to prevent
these uninvited and
unplanned outbursts of
counterproductive activity. Unless, of course, detonation overwhelms the
normal burning process.
One of the great advances

of engine technology in the early
1900s was the discovery of
octane. There are many different
octane substances or elements.
The best early example is lead,
which controls the rate of burn.
Before octane, haphazard explosions destructively allowed the
first engines to hack along with
much inefficiency. Octane has the
ability to stop chaotic explosions
and bring order to the combustion
chamber.
My e-mail buddy Mike always
sets me straight when I’m wrong
or sloppy in my definitions. He
once wrote, “Octane is a very specific compound used for comparative testing of detonation resistance of other fuels. The chemical
soup we call gasoline does not
contain octane, and the additive
we put in it does not add octane.
We add and delete components to
enhance the octane rating. Tetraethyl lead was the old and easy
way, now it’s a lot more complex.
Some are even oxygenates
(MTBE and all the alcohols) that
Octane is mixed with gasoline to help
prevent detonation. Lead, an early octane
substance, was replaced by MTBE, which
is slowly being replaced by safe octane
enhancements, such as ethanol.

also lean the mixture and diminish power unless we compensate
for them.” Mike always wrecks
my neat and simple explanations,
but I appreciate his correctness.
Wait until you see how he demolishes
my
detonation explanation.
Enhanced octane reduces harm
inside the engine, but many times
produces harm to the environment
and to us. Lead, for example,
causes mental retardation and
learning disabilities in children. It
does so to a lesser extent with
adults because children will put
substances in their mouths that
adults will not. Kids will eat
things
like
sweettasting lead paint chips or suck on
lead pencils. Lead tastes good.
Back in the day, engine exhaust
left lead residue everywhere on
the ground and in the soil where
children play. The government,
not as fast as it should have been,
quite rightly banned lead after a
half century of exploited use. The
problem is that lead is a wonderful, albeit dirty, octane enhancer.
Successive octanes did not wreak
havoc with children’s brains, but
they did cause cancer because of
all that exhaust permeating the air
with silent, debilitating, and,
sometimes, carcinogenic fumes.
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The advantage of the alcohols,
like ethanol, is that they burn
cleanly. They are a safe octane
enhancement. However, HarleyDavidson needs to use ethanolresistant rubber compounds
in manifold seals and other
induction components, as
ethanol will distort traditionally used rubber composites.
Harley-Davidson
warns
against high ethanol levels
in pump gasoline for this
reason. Consult your manual
for the acceptable ethanol
level for your year and
model machine. Gas pump
signage usually has percentage levels of contained
ethanol near the price-pergallon notice.
An octane enhancer discourages
unwarranted
explosions. Octane causes
fuel to burn at a predetermined rate. Knowing how
long it takes a flame front to
travel across a combustion chamber allows the engine designer
and tuner alike to advance or
retard the ignition timing as needed to get the desired results. The
performance tuner can cause the
spark plug to ignite the air/fuel
mixture at the most auspicious
time for maximum fuel burning,
known as the percentage of burn,
thus creating the maximum
amount of heat. Heat expands the
gases trapped in the cylinder creating pressure. This pressure
drives the piston down, spinning
the flywheels, and transferring
this energy down the powertrain
to the rear tire. Rate of burn, piston speed, and cylinder diameter
are some of the main factors
determining ignition timing. They
also have a part in determining
cam timing, which is when the
intake and exhaust valves open
and close. Thus, the complex
blueprint of valves opening and
closing and ignition occurring
before a compressing piston
reaches the top of its stroke, is all
about combustion lag, rate of
burn, size of cylinders, mechanical parts’ movement lag, piston

speed, and the list goes on.

H E AT : S AV I O R & E N E M Y
Modern engine management systems generate a hot spark that
jumps across a large gap on the
spark plug electrode. Compare the
old mechanical points/condenser

These old mechanical points/condenser
ignition systems can handle coils that
produce about 18,000 volts. Modern engine
management systems use coils that put out
over 40,000 volts and throw a much hotter
spark across the spark plug’s electrode.

ignition systems, which have a
spark plug gap of around 0.028"
with a Twin Cam’s spark plug gap
of as much as 0.043". This represents about a 65-percent increase.
In order to do this, coil voltage
increased from about 18,000 volts
to over 40,000 volts.
We need this hot a spark to
ignite the lean air/fuel ratios used
in modern engines to meet emissions requirements. These lean
mixtures burn very hot. Burning
some of the generated residual
oxides and other pollutants in this
high-heat process is the goal from
an emissions control point of
view. Heat provides relief from
the dictates of the EPA, CARB,
and other agencies that monitor
the quality of our environment.
Manufacturers like H-D use
extreme heat in the combustion
chamber to burn off noxious pol-

lutants. After all, Harley-Davidson
cannot produce vast quantities of
motorcycles unless it is able to
comply with ongoing, emissions
directives.
However, excess heat is the
enemy of octane, since it can
sometimes produce detonation.
Ever increasingly strict EPA
regulations dictate that as
many emissions as possible
are to be incinerated inside
the combustion chamber.
This necessitates lean burning air/fuel mixtures where
the percentage of air is
higher relative to fuel than it
would be in a power-orientated air/fuel mix. A high
percentage of air molecules
mixing with a small percentage of gasoline molecules is one cause of excess
heat. Lean burning creates
excessive heat. Modern
ignition systems, more
appropriately called engine
management systems, have
gone a long way to allow
lean burning of fuel while
attempting to control the ravages
of the great engine destroyer, detonation. Detonation, also known
as knock, spark knock, and pinging, sounds like there are a bunch
of ball bearings bouncing around
inside the cylinders. Ongoing detonation, occurring rapidly, is
injurious to the engine.
I, like many others, used to
think that detonation was the violent collision of two or more flame
fronts traveling across the combustion chamber, and have written
so many times in the past. I was
wrong. Mike let me know this in
no uncertain terms, as he asked me
rhetorically how I would explain
dual-plugging a cylinder head. As
soon as he asked this question, it
cut right to the bone. Obviously,
there would be a collision of flame
fronts. Why isn’t this injurious
like a fabricated detonation? Time
to listen and learn, or relearn, as is
my case. After his devastating
question, Mike went on to explain:
“What actually happens is normal
flame propagation generates a
pressure wave as it travels across
the combustion chamber. If pressure and temperature of the yet
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unburned mixture exceeds its ability to resist combustion the balance all goes off at once — detonates. There are many causes for
detonation. The obvious two,
poor-quality fuel or overadvanced
ignition timing, are just the beginning. Anything that affects relative
cylinder pressure is a part of the
equation.
Static-compression
ratio, valve timing, and the oftenneglected rod-to-stroke ratio, are
interesting variables to think
about. When you increase the
stroke with little or no increase in
rod length, piston speed relative to
degrees of crank rotation over
TDC (top dead center) goes ballistic. Now consider that from the
perspective of combustion chamber volume, pressures, fuel, and
ignition requirements. Colliding
flame fronts are an old wives’
tale.” Mike stomped me good, but
quite appropriately, on that one,
even though I corrected his grammar. That is, everything except the
end-of-sentence preposition. (I’m
sure that when he reads this, he
will also be updating my grammar.)
Anyway, one flame front is as
designed while detonation is a
rogue, spontaneous, a total explosion out to create trouble. The
rogue element disrupts the timing
of engine components whose job
is to create power. If unwanted
detonation ignites before or after
the spark plug, it will destructively and simultaneously burn the
air/fuel mixture at the wrong time,
so there is not enough mixture to
burn when the legitimate ignition
occurs. If it ignites at the same
time elsewhere in the cylinder, it
will grossly interfere with the
legitimate front, screwing up that
particular ignition cycle. Mike
was kind enough to take the time
to list some causal factors of temperatures reaching into spontaneous ignition ranges, which
cause the counterproductive and
ravaging detonation. Other assists
to detonation are lugging the
engine, high-rpm riding, extreme
summer temperatures, low-viscosity oil, and other factors. Let’s

look at these individually.

L U G G I N G & D E T O N AT I O N
Lugging, which is running the
engine at too few rpm in too high a
gear, has always been a problem
for some. Put another way, riding
the bike at too few rpm causes lugging, the symptoms including anemic power and lurching. The cure
for lugging is always downshifting
to a lower gear, sometimes two

G E A R R AT I O S
The massive increase in the
engine compensator sprocket
from 25 to 34 teeth and the clutch
sprocket from 36 to 46 teeth gives
a primary ratio of 1.35 engine
rotations for one rotation of the
clutch hub, and, therefore, one
rotation of the transmission mainshaft that the hub sits on.
Compare this to the former pri-

TRANNY DOMESTIC BIG TWIN OVERALL
GEAR
GEAR RATIOS
Shovel
1999 EFI
2005 88"
First
11.19
10.81
10.11
Second 5.97
7.45
6.96
Third
4.59
5.29
4.95
Fourth 3.73
4.13
3.86
Fifth
NA
3.37
3.15
Sixth
NA
NA
NA

Listed above are the overall gear ratios for
various H-D Big Twins, starting with the
Shovelhead FLH Electra Glide. As you would
expect, the ratio changes as the rider shifts
through the transmission’s gears.

gears lower. It is a huge problem
with the torquey 2007 and later TC
96 with its supercharged primary
gear ratios and high-ratio reardrive pulleys. The TC 96 powertrain really cooks when ridden at
the proper rpm ranges, but many
H-D riders are having difficulty
adjusting to these never-befores
e
e
n
H-D ratios. Lugging exacerbates
detonation as well as amplifying
the
muchcomplained-about fifth-gear chatter in the 2007 Cruise Drive sixspeed transmissions. The cure for
both maladies, on my bike anyway, seems to be putting the
engine under load, in the proper
gear, at a sufficiently high rpm.
Riding at a higher speed in each
gear than what traditional riders
are accustomed to is necessary on
2006 Dynas and all 2007 Twin
Cams. If transmission clatter or
whine is an issue, install either the
BAKER F6F helical gear replacement kit or the Harley-Davidson
IDS rubber-stopped rear pulley kit
to alleviate the noise.

2006 Dyna
9.87
6.80
5.09
4.17
3.46
2.88

2007-08
9.31
6.42
4.77
3.93
3.28
2.78

mary ratio of 1.44 engine rotations for one rotation of the clutch
hub and the transmission mainshaft. The final ratio for 19942006 Big Twins (except 2006
Dynas) is 3.15:1, thus turning the
engine 3.15 times for one rotation
of the rear wheel. The ratio for the
2006 Dyna is 2.88:1, so the
engine turns 2.88 times per rotation of the rear wheel. Lastly, the
final-drive ratio for all 2007-08
Big Twins is 2.78:1. Therefore,
the engine turns 2.78 times for
each rotation of the rear wheel.
The difference between the 2006
Dyna and all the 2007 and 2008
Twin Cams is a reduction of two
teeth on the rear pulley of the
2007-08 models to 66 teeth from
the 2006 Dyna’s 68 teeth.
However, these are both reductions from all other 2006 and earlier Twin Cams, which have the
traditional 70-tooth rear pulleys.
The overall gear ratio chart
shows the number of engine revolutions required to turn the rear
wheel one 360-degree turn. For
example, in first gear a 2008
model takes 9.31 engine revolutions to rotate the rear wheel once
while a 1999 Big Twin takes 10.81
engine revolutions to obtain the
same goal in first gear. Overall
gear ratios take into account the
internal transmission ratios with
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the primary and secondary gear
ratios while the final drive ratio is
a simple multiplication of the primary ratio times the secondary
ratio. These subjects are covered
and explained in detail in volume
one of my series Donny’s
Unauthorized Technical Guide to
Harley-Davidson, 1936-2008.
As you can see in the accompanying chart, the first domestic
model showing its overall gear
ratios when in a specific gear is
the first king of the highway, the
Shovelhead FLH Electra Glide.
This bike uses a chain final drive
and 51-tooth rear wheel sprocket
combined with a four-speed transmission. Since they have a belt
final drive, a 70-nub rear pulley is
standard for the five-speed transmission on both a 1999 EFIequipped Big Twin and the 2005
Twin Cam FLHT. The 2006 Dyna
has a final drive pulley with 68
nubs, while it is 66 nubs for the
final drive of all 2007-08 96"
Twin Cams.
Harley-Davidson International
(HDI) models generally have
taller gearing for better highway
touring because of increased
speed limits in other countries.
The taller gearing results mainly
from a rear wheel pulley that’s
smaller in diameter and, therefore, tooth count, than those used
in the US. European final-drive
pulleys are as low as 61 nubs for
high-speed riding on the superbly
designed
and
maintained
autobahn-like
highways
of
Europe.
I have a theory that will offend
many. Some traditional riders are
not used to these dramatic gearratio increases, so they ride in a
lower rpm range without realizing
it because that is what they have
always safely done. I know there
is an offensive noise in many
2007 transmissions. I also know
that aggravating this transmission
noise, along with engine detonation, is lugging, which is riding in
a gear at too low a rpm. New riders many times lug older Harleys,
but are unprepared for the supercharged gear ratios of the 2006

V-Rods do not need an oil cooler since their
engines are liquid-cooled via a water jacket
that encases the engine. Liquid cooling
keeps an engine’s operating temperatures
within a predetermined lower range of temperatures.

Dynas and 2007 and later Big
Twins. However, the Dynas do
not seem to present much of a
problem because of their hot-rod
nature. The 2007 to present baggers are a much different story. I
mean, whoever heard of breaking
in a new hog at up to 75 mph on
the highway, which is what I did
with my 2007 Street Glide with
nary an adverse mark on the pistons. I know this because I
hopped up my FLHXI after
break-in and was anxious the see
the pistons, which were still like
new. Detonation exacerbated by
lugging occurs when the rider
incorrectly matches rpm to the
gear engaged.
In low or first gear, rpm must
start at idle, which is around 1000
rpm. The rider should twist the
throttle, accelerating away from a
stopped position, steadily increasing rpm through the powerband.
Neither baby nor abuse the throttle, just twist it as in normal riding. Shift into the next gear near
the top of the powerband. If shifting into the next gear at a low
rpm, the bike will slowly surge,
laboriously attempting to reach
the comfort zone of the powerband. Pinging (detonation), emanating from the cylinders, will
lend noise to this overworking of
the engine. Difficulty gaining

speed is a major indicator of
either lugging or wind resistance.
Speed will indicate which is the
case. Going 50 mph in sixth gear
is definitely lugging. When pushing the bike to 100 mph and over
you encounter much wind resistance. Without the benefit of a
water jacket with a cooling radiator that keeps engine temperatures
within acceptable ranges, the poor
Harley-Davidson
air-cooled
engines fall victim to the ravaging
effects of detonation. While a
water jacket is a cure for temperature control, it is not a Band-Aid
to suppress the effects of rider
lugging.

AIR & LIQUID COOLED
I always hear the ongoing controversy about whether oil coolers
are necessary for a Big Twin or
Sportster
Harley-Davidson
engine. Why there is not unanimous support for oil coolers is
beyond me. Back in 1999, I even
heard an H-D engineer (who wishes to remain anonymous for obvious reasons) say that he thought
the factory did not recommend oil
coolers for the new Twin Cams
because the powers-that-be felt
that the H-D rider would interpret
their inclusion as an indication
that there was something wrong
with the new engine. I can say
that, in all my discussions with
factory executives and engineers,
they were extremely proud of their
Twin Cam development. They
were also protective of their new
baby. Their legitimate fear, as I
interpreted it, was the traditional
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resistance to change by the Harley rider. Writers and
mechanics like me would have leapt to HarleyDavidson’s defense if it were criticized for using an
oil cooler on an air-cooled engine.
There are some Harleys, such as the V-Rod and
the 2008 Buell 1125R, that do not need oil cooling
because they already have temperature control.
These engines are liquid-cooled via a water jacket
that encases the engine. Liquid cooling keeps an
engine’s operating temperatures within a predetermined lower range of temperatures. You may have
seen on television or heard the stories of the V-Rod
left running for a long time in a metal transport box
in the Nevada desert with no air circulation whatsoever. An air-cooled engine like the Twin Cam would
have suffered from the heat in short order, but the VRod did not miss a beat because its engine is liquidcooled. Liquid cooling makes it eminently easier to
plan ignition timing and certainly reduces, if not
e
l
i
m
i
n
a
t
e
s
,
detonation in most circumstances.
We are not so fortunate with an air-cooled engine
that is subject to the vagaries of hot days and slow,
rush-hour traffic. We are at the mercy of airflow in
sufficient quantity to keep the engine within operating temperature confines. In addition, we have a rear
cylinder that’s out of direct airflow and feeling the
heat of the front cylinder. This gives us half the
engine running at hotter temperatures than the other
half, which may be running too hot in its own right.
So, what is there not to get about the need for an oil
cooler on an air-cooled engine? Liquid cooling an
engine is the permanent and consistent solution.
However, an oil cooler is a wonderful assist in lowering oil temperatures on air-cooled bikes by protecting
the
oil
from
oxidation breakdown.

OIL COOLERS
My bike does not usually ping, and it has 10.5:1
compression. I have always highly recommended
using an oil cooler on all Harleys (except the watercooled ones). I strongly advocate their use on hotrunning Twin Cams. Now the coolers I have used on
the Twin Cams do measurably lower heat, but I have
never been happy with how much. That is, until last
year. Bob Wood of Wood Performance, who has a
great knack for simplifying the complicated, said
that I need two 10-row Jagg coolers on my Twin
Cam. Yup! You need 20 rows of Jagg oil cooling to
lower the temperatures sufficiently in the heads to
prevent detonation. Well, isn’t this interesting? I
needed to install two of the biggest and most efficient oil coolers on my bike to control detonation.
Bob says that head temperatures need reduction to
210-220 degrees F, particularly in high-compression
engines. I followed Bob’s advice, and all I have to
say is that it works, and works well.
Before going any further, I would like to deal with

the words row and core. Jagg refers to the tubing in
an oil cooler as rows, while other people in the
industry, including riders, refer to it as cores. To be
specific, and for our purposes, core generally refers
to the cooling matrix of an oil cooler, which is comprised of all the tubes, fins, and the header plate
together. Core sometimes refers to a whole oil cooler without specific mounting or specific application
hardware. However, we should use row or passage
to refer to single or multiple directional tubes as part
of an oil cooler.
We’ll first discuss turbulation, which is an oilmixing technique that increases oil cooling. Then I
will discuss a design phenomenon called oil pressure drop, which we wish to avoid in our oil cooler
purchase, especially when running two big 10-row
coolers in tandem. The two concepts are related but
separate. However, both turbulation and pressure
drop are very important; we want one but not the
other.
How do you choose an appropriate cooler? For
the most part, visual inspection can determine oil
cooler efficiency. First observe the length of the
cooling oil passages encased by finning. Then look
at the number of fins, and the area of finning as a
cooling surface, with exposure to air, air temperature, and motorcycle speed. The internal construction of the cooler’s passages and any restriction
causing pressure drop is discernible by other means,
like sophisticated wind-tunnel and bench-flow
analysis. Some coolers have turbulation, which
mixes the oil inside the cooling passages to allow
maximum oil exposure to the cooling effects of the
finning. Two oil coolers offer turbulation that I am
aware of: Jagg and Harley-Davidson. Jagg used to
manufacture the Harley-Davidson oil coolers until
the factory sourced them elsewhere. Read what you
will into this situation, but certainly Jagg was the
first of the two to turbulate its oil coolers. However,
turbulation or mixing the oil is not a big secret, nor
is the process complicated. It’s common sense
derived from a logical thought process.
Laminar airflow into an induction throat is good
as more volume moves in an orderly fashion.
Turbulent intake air is not as good as it moves slower, thus reducing flow volume. The opposite principles are true for cooling oil. The goal is to mix laminar flowing oil that only cools on the outside edges
near the row surfaces by putting minor obstructions
in the way of the oil flow. We want to disrupt laminar flow in order to bring middle streams of hot oil
in the center of the rows to the periphery, where
attached cooling fins can dissipate the heat, thus
cooling the oil.
For most of my mechanical life, I have made the
assumption that oil cooler rows, which I incorrectly
referred to as cores, are round and tubular. I guess
some do have this design, much to their cooling
detriment. Some diagrams even depict the rows as
round tubes even though their coolers use a flattened
row profile. The goal is to mix or turbulate laminar
flowing oil, which would normally only get cooled

on the outside edges of the oil stream near the row
surface, by putting minor obstructions in the way of
the oil flow. Turbulation disrupts laminar flow in
order to bring the middle of the stream of hot oil to
the periphery where attached cooling fins can dissipate the transferring heat, thus cooling more of the
oil. However, the very necessary turbulation inside
the passages that is so vital to oil cooling, and thus
engine preservation, does obstruct the oil somewhat.
How much is what we need to know so we can
choose a cooler with the least pressure drop. Excess
pressure drop may malnourish some areas of the
engine with inadequate lubrication. Jagg was the
first to turbulate its oil coolers. It also remains in the
lead
for
the
best
combination
of
turbulation with the least pressure drop.
In a two-pass flow configuration, the hot oil must
enter and pass through the length of the cooling
tube(s), make a 180 degree turn, and make a second
pass back the length of the cooling tube(s), thus making two passes. There are two major reasons an oil
cooler may have a two-pass configuration. The first
is for plumbing configurations where the inlet/outlet
location is important for space or design considerations. The second is performance. The performance
reason requires a more in-depth explanation. Low
gallons-per-minute (gpm) flow-rate systems, such as
with Harley-Davidson applications, respond well to
a two-pass flow orientation in an oil cooler that
offers low restriction. The reason is that it gives the
cooling medium greater opportunity for heat
exchange into the atmosphere by slowing the oil
down just a little. However, two-pass flow orientation is employed best when considered in the overall
flow system. Contrarily, a cooler optimized for performance within a system with a single-pass flow
configuration can gain a good deal of heat exchange
by further slowing the oil’s flow and creating a twopass flow configuration, but it will do so at the
expense of significant pressure loss. Therefore, a
two-pass flow orientation is the best total system if it
uses turbulation without much pressure drop.
Consideration of the total system is necessary, as the
best results derive from cooperation between differing factors of maximizing cooling and minimizing
pressure restrictions.
Jagg’s #4600 offset oil filter adapter is necessary
for mounting oil coolers on Twin Cams. The optional #4700 offset oil filter adapter with thermostat is
also available for those wanting an automatic shut
off/turn on valve set to 180 degrees F. Either billet
aluminum construction adapter installs between the
engine and oil filter for quick and easy access to the
engine’s oil supply. Moreover, the #4600 or the
#4700 are required for oil cooler installation on
Twin Cam bikes and are optional for fuel-injected
Big Twin Evos.
Many adaptor plates do not flow the oil through
the oil filter first. The design of Jagg adapter plates
specifically flow oil through the oil filter before the
oil cooler, resulting in less restriction because the oil
is warm and thus less viscous. This is important for

the Twin Cam because of the oil filter’s placement
on the pressure feed side of the oiling system. The
Jagg adapter offers less pressure drop than any other
oil filter adapter due to this purposeful directional
flow characteristic. This flow path, which goes
through the filter first, contributes to the total system
of turbulation combining with less pressure drop
that makes the Jagg cooler advantageous over competitors at this time. The short version is that the correct volume of cool oil delivers strength to both separate and lubricate the mating components of all
moving parts inside the engine with an oil film.

CONCLUSION
Next month, we’ll continue talking about oil cooler
characteristics.
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